





Developing a Culture of Lean in 




 Incentive System Deployed
SPO Director: “In 2008, SPO expects to make significant progress 
on the Lean Journey that began in 2007. For SPO to be successful, 
every SPO employee needs to play a key part in making this cultural 
shift happen, by learning and embracing the Lean Philosophy, and 
applying it to identify and remove waste from our work environment. I 
look forward to your 2008 contributions on this key focal expectation.”
 Identified Attributes of Lean Manager / Lean Individual Contributor
Established Coaching System
Scott Olschewsky, LFM 2009
http://www.intel.comhttp://lfm.mit.edu
Intel Supervisors:
Project Supervisor: Divya Kumar, Mgr. Lean Integration  
Project Champion: Viju Menon, Director of Supply Planning Operations, LFM’96
Faculty Supervisors:
Wanda Orlikowski, Eaton-Peabody Prof, of Comm. Sci. / Inf. Technologies and Organization Studies 
Debbie Nightingale, Professor of the Practice, Aeronautics & Astronautics and Engineering Systems
Lean mfg. principles can be adapted and applied to an office-based 
group and cultural changes, although in its infancy, is emerging.
How to cultivate cultural change leading to a sustainable Lean 
culture within a office-based group
Geographically dispersed group of 780 planners world-wide
Limited Lean experience resident within the group
Adapting Lean manufacturing principles to the office
History of “program du jour”
 6 sigma, GE Workouts, 4th Generation Management
Applicability to a geographically dispersed office environment
Goal: Lean Cultural Transform for Supply Planning Operations. 
Intel® was founded in 1968 by Gordon E. Moore and Robert Noyce, both 
former employees of Fairchild Semiconductor. By the 1990’s, the Pentium® 
line of products was leading in the market for PCs, and made Intel® a 
household name through the “Intel® Inside” marketing campaign. 
Processors continued to roughly double in speed every two years, per 
Moore’s prediction, and Intel® focused on developing specialized processing 
capacity for math, graphics as well as the underlying chipsets to integrate 
computer systems with peripheral electronics.
In 2005, CEO Paul Otellini reorganized the company to refocus its core 
processor and chipset business on platforms (enterprise, digital home, 
digital health, and mobility). In December 2007, Intel® had nearly 85,000 
employees and 300 facilities world wide. Its 2007 revenues were $38.3 billion 
and its Fortune 500 ranking was 62nd.
Methods used
 Identify burning platform Æ Reason for Change
 Align rewards & recognition Æ Incentive behavior
 Communicate early wins Æ Build Excitement
 Education Æ Build knowledge
 Application of knowledge Æ Create Experts
















































- think, breathe, live Lean -
Improving the “Day in the life”
Building a learning organization     
Many incremental wins result




















































































commitment and role 
modeling
Adapting Lean mfg. 




Value Delivery to Stakeholders
Build a culture
of lean







Our Lean Culture: 



















Æ Å STRATEGY |
•
• Elimination of waste
